Simultaneous interpreting is one of the most comprehensive and energy-consuming types of cognitive activity. To work successfully, a simultaneous interpreter must have a specific functional state. The aim of our study was to find out the basic mechanisms of this functional state, the effect of the simultaneous interpreting on cognitive function changes, and the main factors influencing the degree of the regulatory systems strain.
Introduction
Simultaneous interpreting is one of the most extreme and energy-consuming types of cognitive activity [1] . It is difficult to conceive a more adequate natural model of an intense and exhausting cognitive load. Naturally, a great deal of investigations has been devoted to the process of simultaneous interpreting using linguistic and physiological (for example, PET, fMRI, EEG, pupillometry, measurements of the pulse, arterial pressure, and electrodermal activity, etc.) methods [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] . Preliminary results showing a high level of strain during simultaneous interpreting have been obtained by us in the pilot study [7] using a small sample of simultaneous interpreters. A lot of questions remained without answers. For instance, the results of this investigation allowed us to suppose that a specific functional state is required for successful work of a simultaneous interpreter. Therefore, it is necessary to find out the basic mechanisms of this functional state. Of special interest are the type of the activity (for example, translation from the source language to the target one or, vice versa, from the target to the source language) that exerts the greatest tension upon the regulatory systems and the changes in the cognitive functions that may be caused by simultaneous interpreting. Solution of these problems became the aim of this in-depth study.
Material and Methods
To assess objectively the functional state dynamics of the simultaneous interpreters, the technology of event-related telemetry of the heart rate (ERT HR) was used [8] . This technology integrates the ApWay.ru Web platform for the controlled activation of primary cognitive functions and the StressMonitor.ru Internet application on the basis of cogni-nn.ru to collect telemetry data on the functional state and for stress detection. The advantage of this technology consists in the possibility of on-line detecting early biomarkers of extreme conditions without mobility restrictions and attracting participants' attention to the process of measurements.
87 individuals divided into two groups (experimental and control) participated in our experiments. The data about 33 participants, whose cardiointervalograms contained the artifacts the amount of which did not exceed 10% of the total recording duration, have been chosen for statistical processing and discussion of the results. The experimental group (pro) was composed of 22 linguists (17 women and 5 men aged 20-34 years) trained for simultaneous interpretation and experienced in this kind of work. The control group (n=11, 8 women and 3 men of the same age range) included languagequalified people having no skills in simultaneous translation.
The experiments were designed under the conditions similar to the real work of simultaneous interpreters (Figure 1) .
Slightly revised texts of the reports delivered at the World Ecological Forum were used as a stimulus material presented to the interpreters in the form of video tracks recorded by the native speakers. Each presentation lasted 5-6 min. Participants changing in succession performed professional tasks: shadowing the text in the native (Russian -N_shad) and foreign (German or English -F_shad) languages, and simultaneous translation of the reports from the native to the foreign (N_simul) languages and vice versa (F_simul) .
The interpreters were psychologically tested using ApWay platform before and after the performance on the professional tasks: computer campimetry, test for a simple sensorimotor activity, Stroop test. A projective test for emotional disadaptation level provided a subjective assessment of the functional state [9] . Audio recording of the professional task performance was done for further linguistic expert evaluation.
Cardiointervalograms (ERT HR) were recorded during the entire experimental period. The native dynamics of R-R intervals and calculated indicators were registered in the participants: total power of the heart rate variability spectrum (TP), spectrum power in the high frequency range (HF is the characteristic of the parasympathetic contour activity of the autonomic regulation), spectrum power in the low frequency range (LF is the characteristic of the sympathetic contour activity of the autonomic regulation), and autonomic balance index (ABI -LF/HF). Besides, a stress index (the ratio of stress episode duration to the total task duration) was calculated for each task based on the dynamics of the cardiointervalographic indices.
Parametric and nonparametric methods were used for statistical data analysis: repeated measures ANOVA with Bonferroni correction, Wilcoxon test, Student's t-test, and Spearman correlation analysis. 
Results and Discussion
The analysis of the native cardiointervalogram dynamics revealed characteristic features of energy supply during linguistic task implementation. In relation to R-R intervals, the significance of the effects associated with the following factors was assessed: "group" (control, pro), "source language" (foreign, native), "task" (shadowing, simultaneous) ( Figure 2 ). Significant effects associated with the "group" factor were detected (F=19.61; p=0.0001). The analysis of the native cardiointervalogram dynamics showed a significantly higher level of stress (R-R intervals are significantly shorter) in simultaneous interpreters relative to the control group only during simultaneous interpretation (see Figure 2) .
Characteristically, statistically significant intergroup differences of R-R intervals during simultaneous interpreting (regardless of the translation direction: native-foreign or foreign-native) were detected at the first 100 s of the task performance. In the speech shadowing task, no intergroup differences were found in regard to the sources both in the foreign and native language.
Averaging of R-R intervals recorded over the whole period of solving the linguistic tasks confirmed the fact that simultaneous interpreters experienced a significantly greater strain during simultaneous interpreting in comparison with the control group (Figure 3) . And statistically significant intergroup effects associated with the "task" factor became evident during task performance only in relation to the speech in the target language: in the "control" group, the speech shadowing task was solved at greater energy consumption (R-R intervals are shorter) than simultaneous interpreting; in the "pro" group, the speech shadowing task was solved at less energy consumption (R-R intervals are longer) than simultaneous interpreting. Prior to the performance of the linguistic tasks, R-R interval indices in both groups did not differ significantly.
Unexpectedly lower tension of energy resources in the "control" group performing the tasks on simultaneous interpretation only was likely to be due to the utter futility of the task for the participants who knew some foreign language but did not have special skills and experience in simultaneous interpreting. However, according to a hypothesis which is considered to be more grounded, a specific functional system, providing a successful solution of the task on simultaneous interpreting in the "pro" group, has not been formed in the participants of the control group.
While analyzing the calculated indicators of heart rate variability spectrum it has been established that the stress index was significantly lower in simultaneous interpreters relative to the control group during simultaneous interpreting and after the performance of all linguistic tasks (Figure 4) . This result completely satisfies the hypothesis about the absence of a specific functional system for solving the task of simultaneous interpreting in the representatives of the control group resulting in realization of nonspecific protective program, i.e. stress. Besides, this result confirms again the previously obtained data [10-12] about a poor informativity of native R-R interval dynamics for stress detection. A simple reduction of interval duration only signifies the increase of the load and tension, respectively, but is not a sign of stress. At the same time, dynamic modes of calculated cardiointervalographic indicators typical for stress have been reliably verified: a sharp increase of autonomic balance index concurrently with the fall of the total power of the heart rate variability The detailed analysis of the heart rate variability spectrum showed that according to the majority of indicators, the activity of the central circuits of the cardiac rhythm control is significantly higher in the experimental group than in the control over the entire period of the linguistic part of the experiment ( Figure 5 ).
The most indicative are the indicators of the total power of the heart rate variability spectrum (TP), i.e. the adaptation potential of the participants. Indices of activity of the sympathetic (LF) and parasympathetic (HF) regulation circuits are normally higher in the experimental group. The former is known to reflect the intensity of energy resource control enhancing under physical and emotional loads, while the latter is believed to support cognitive loads [12] . At the same time, differences between automatic balance indices (LF/HF) are insignificant: they become statistically significant only during simultaneous interpreting from the foreign to the native language.
Of special attention are questions of distributing the activity of the central circuits of autonomic cardiac rhythm regulation depending on the context: "task" (shadowing, simultaneous translation) or "language" (shadowing in the native language and interpretation from the native language -shadowing in the foreign language and interpretation from the foreign language) ( Figure 6 ). The tasks of simultaneous interpreting predictably caused essentially greater activation of the sympathetic and parasympathetic regulation circuits compared to shadowing. Primarily, it was notable in the work with a foreign language. However, in the control group and in solving the task in the native language, activation of the sympathetic regulation link appeared to be significantly more pronounced during simultaneous interpreting. Much more prominent differences in the level of organization of the appropriate functional system connected with mastering the simultaneous interpreting technology were found by the correlation analysis of the indicators of the heart rate variability spectrum at all stages of the experiment (Figure 7) . If statistically significant (p<0.5) strong (r>0.7) relations for each of spectrum index between all stages of linguistic tasks were characteristic for simultaneous interpreters (Figure 7 (а) ) (but without considerable interactions with "before" and "after" stages), in the control group (Figure 7 (b) ), a deep disintegration is observed being also a strong argument in favor of the hypothesis about a special significance of the formed specific functional system for realization of the act of simultaneous interpreting.
Psychophysiological tests conducted prior to and after the linguistic tasks allowed us to detect some additional details of the cognitive-affective sphere dynamics during simultaneous interpreting. Thus, according to the results of the projective test for emotional disadaptation level, a slight but statistically significant (p<0.05) increase of the emotional disadaptation level was registered in the experimental group after solving the linguistic tasks while in the control group, these changes were statistically insignificant. In both groups, we failed to find essential changes in the differential level of color-discrimination threshold (computer campimetry test). The results of a simple sensorimotor test demonstrated a statistically significantly lower response speed in simultaneous interpreters prior to and especially after the linguistic tasks but a considerably greater accuracy (p<0.01) which suggests a high level of cognitive control relative to the control group.
This situation was verified in the Stroop test (see the  Table) . This computerized test simulating a cognitive conflict is, in our opinion, a satisfactory experimental model of the comprehensive cognitive loads making it possible to reproduce different variants of information image (or code) interaction: their consolidation (i.e. alleviation in neural modules) and competition (occlusion in the neural networks).
In both "pro" and "control" groups, the effect of consolidation appears before and after the linguistic tasks: if verbal and sensory color images are identical (task "Color", the color of the letters corresponds to the word meaning) the time of decision-making decreases in regard to the task with black-and-white names of the colors (task "Mono").
Intergroup differences in the interaction of the multimodal color images are found in the tasks with a cognitive conflict: professional interpreters show the effect of competition prior to and after the linguistic tasks, i.e. disagreement of verbal and sensor images (the color of the word letters does not correspond to the word meaning) increases the time of decision-making in regard to the task with black-and-white names of the colors (task "Mono"), i.e. the selection by the meaning of the word (task "True text", as well as by the color of the letters (task "True color") becomes difficult; in the control group, inversion of competition effects is observed prior to and after the linguistic tasks: prior to the linguistic tasks, selection by the word meaning (task "True text") is impeded i.e. a sensor image inhibits the realization of the verbal image; after the linguistic tasks, selection by the letter color is impeded, i.e. the verbal image inhibits realization of the sensor one.
Enhancement of the verbal images is likely to occur in the control group after the linguistic tasks whereas the activity of the sensor images is reduced. It allows shadowing and simultaneous interpreting to be considered as an effective training of linguistic functions.
Conclusion
The conducted study allowed us to discover some specific aspects of autonomic provision of simultaneous interpreting. Firstly, a significantly greater strain of the autonomic regulation is manifested by the simultaneous interpreters compared to the control group. It was most prominent when translation was done from the foreign language. Secondly, the total level of stress during linguistic tasks appeared to be higher in the control group. Thirdly, in the simultaneous interpreters, in contrast to the control group, there was registered a high activity level of the sympathetic and parasympathetic systems and a marked integration of the cardiac rhythm regulation circuits over the entire period of linguistic tasks. Fourthly, the psychological tests have demonstrated a significantly more confident cognitive control relative to the control group. These results are serious arguments in favor of the hypothesis that simultaneous interpreters possess a formed specific functional system providing a successful interaction of various information codes (or images) and, consequently, consolidation of autonomic and cognitive resources when performing professional tasks. Lack of the necessary skills and, therefore, a special taskoriented functional system in the participants of the control group result in the enhancement of the nonspecific (less effective) stress response.
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